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was not  didn’t

did not  don’t

do not  wasn’t

Draw a line to match the words 
with the correct contraction. 

The bookshelf is very tall.

What two words make up the  
word bookshelf?

____________  and  ____________ 

Draw a picture to show what 
bookshelf means.

Write the correct 
homophone on the line.

Marcelle received a  
book from her 
____________ for her 
birthday.

ant         aunt

Color in the words that are 
synonyms.

 speedy quick

 fast yucky

 delicious hasty

Armen was so excited for his birthday party.  
He had ants in his pants all day! 

An idiom is a phrase that means something 
different than what the words say.

Underline the idiom in the sentences above. 

What does the idiom mean?

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________
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Circle the list that has the 
words in alphabetical order. 

reply, rhyme, river

river, reply, rhyme

reply, river, rhyme

Circle the word that is spelled correctly 
to complete the sentence. 

The book takes place on an  __________.

 a. iland

 b. island

 c. iiland

  write    grandma     pencil
athlete    ran        walked

Sort the words.

 nouns  verbs

Our nosy neighbor is a busybody.

What two words make up the word busybody?

_______________  and  _______________ 

How many syllables are in the word busybody?

_______________

Rewrite the sentence correctly.

my neighbor asked what book me was reading?

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

3 errors
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shiny  group

individual  dull

exit entrance

Draw a line to match each word 
with its antonym.

Antonyms are words that have 
opposite meanings.

Don’t go in that haunted house!

What two words make up the contraction 
don’t?

 a. do not

 b. did not

 c. will not

 d. don’t not

Circle the word that is correctly 
divided into syllables.

a-dvice  ad-vice

ad-v-ice adv-ice

advice

Circle the word that best 
completes the sentence.

Mrs. Garcia screamed  
when she saw two  
____________ scurry  
across the floor.

mouses              mice              mouse’s

Rewrite the words below using the correct capitalization 
for a book title.

the mystery of the haunted house

 _____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________
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Circle the word that best  
completes the sentence.

The ____________ swam quickly 
in the ocean.

fishes          fish          fish’s

Read each word. Write the 
number of syllables on the line 
next to each word.

notebook ___________

pencil ___________

sharpener ___________

binder ___________

scissors ___________

Circle the sentence that matches the 
definition of the word. 

The cargo ship is carrying new cars.

Maylin will ship a package to her family.

ship (noun) – a large boat

Color the words with an r-controlled vowel. 

carpet

start

run

party

sports

relax

round

rug

fork

Circle the sentence that 
has no mistakes.

The ship’s captain is in 
charge of the crew.

The captains name is 
Captain Campbell.
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Jellyfish are invertebrates. That means they don’t have backbones. They also 
don’t have a brain, heart, bones, or eyes! 

Some jellyfish are clear. Other jellyfish are bright colors. Their body is shaped 
like a bag. They have a mouth in the center of their body. Jellyfish eat fish, shrimp, 
crabs, and tiny plants. 

They have many long tentacles. The tentacles hang down from their body.  
Jellyfish have stinging cells along their tentacles. They sting their prey and then eat it.

Read each sentence. Write truetrue or falsefalse on the line. 

___________  All jellyfish are clear.

___________  A jellyfish’s brain is in the center of its body.

___________  Jellyfish sting their prey before eating it.

Is this text fiction or nonfiction? How do you know?

_______________________________________________________________________________

What is the best definition of invertebratesinvertebrates?
 a. plants   b. animals with no backbone
 c. animals with no brain  d. animals that are clear

Add commas to correct the 
sentence.

Jellyfish  sea stars  sea urchins  and  
sponges  are  all  invertebrates .

Circle all the nouns in the 
sentence. Underline all the verbs  
in the sentence.

Jellyfish sting and eat  
fish, shrimp, and crabs.

Write the correct homophone on the line.

The ship was stranded at ___________.

see             sea

Circle the correct contraction to complete  
the sentence. Then write it on the line.

Did you know that jellyfish ____________ have  
a brain?

don’t           dont’           do’not
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was not  didn’t

did not  don’t

do not  wasn’t

Draw a line to match the words 
with the correct contraction. 

The bookshelf is very tall.

What two words make up the  
word bookshelf?

____________  and  ____________ 

Draw a picture to show what 
bookshelf means.

Write the correct homophone 
on the line.

Marcelle received a book 
from her ____________ for her 
birthday.

ant           aunt

Color in the words that are 
synonyms.

 speedy quick

 fast yucky

 delicious hasty

Armen was so excited for his 
birthday party. He had ants in  
his pants all day! 

Underline the idiom in the 
sentences above. 

What does the idiom mean?

_____________________________

_____________________________

Circle the list that has the 
words in alphabetical order. 

reply, rhyme, river

river, reply, rhyme

reply, river, rhyme

Circle the word that is spelled 
correctly to complete the 
sentence. 

The book takes place on an  
__________.

 a. iland

 b. island

 c. iiland

Sort the words.

 nouns  verbs

Our nosy neighbor is a 
busybody.

What two words make up the 
word busybody?

___________  and  ___________ 

How many syllables are in 
the word busybody?

_______________

Rewrite the sentence correctly.

my neighbor asked what book 
me was reading?

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

3 errors

shiny  group

individual  dull

exit entrance

Draw a line to match each 
word with its antonym.

Antonyms are words that 
have opposite meanings.

Don’t go in that haunted house!

What two words make up  
the contraction don’t?

 a. do not

 b. did not

 c. will not

 d. don’t not

Circle the word that is correctly 
divided into syllables.

a-dvice  ad-vice

ad-v-ice adv-ice

advice

Circle the word that best 
completes the sentence.

Mrs. Garcia screamed when 
she saw two ____________ 
scurry across the floor.

mouses      mice      mouse’s

Rewrite the words below using 
the correct capitalization for  
a book title.

the mystery of the  
haunted house

 _____________________________

_____________________________

Circle the word that best  
completes the sentence.

The ____________ swam quickly 
in the ocean.

fishes          fish          fish’s

Read each word. Write the 
number of syllables on the line 
next to each word.

notebook ___________

pencil ___________

sharpener ___________

binder ___________

scissors ___________

Circle the sentence that 
matches the definition of 
the word. 

The cargo ship is carrying 
new cars.

Maylin will ship a package  
to her family.

ship (noun) – a large boat

Color the words with an 
r-controlled vowel. 

carpet

start

run

party

sports

relax

round

rug

fork

Circle the sentence that has 
no mistakes.

The ship’s captain is in 
charge of the crew.

The captains name is 
Captain Campbell.

What is the best definition of 
invertebratesinvertebrates?
a. plants
b. animals with no backbone
c. animals with no brain
d. animals that are clear

Add commas to correct the 
sentence.

Jellyfish,  sea stars,  sea 
urchins,  and  sponges  are  
all  invertebrates .

Circle all the nouns in the 
sentence. Underline all the 
verbs in the sentence.

Jellyfish  sting and eat  fish , 
shrimp , and  crabs .

Write the correct homophone 
on the line.

The ship was stranded  
at ___________.

see             sea

Circle the correct contraction 
to complete the sentence. 
Then write it on the line.

Did you know that jellyfish 
____________ have a brain?

don’t       dont’       do’not

aunt

sea
don’t

busy body

four

2

2

3

2

2

book

Drawings will vary.

The Mystery of the  

Haunted House

This text is nonfiction because 
it tells true facts about a topic.

shelf

unable to sit still or remain  

calm because of excitement

My neighbor asked what 

book I was reading.

grandma write

pencil ran

athlete walked

______  All jellyfish are clear.
______  A jellyfish’s brain is in  
             the center of its body.
______  Jellyfish sting their prey  
             before eating it.

false
false

true


